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A B S T R A C T

Faults on the transmission lines are primarily cleared by pilot wire differential protection as well as from zone-1
and zone-2 of distance relays, depending upon their location on the lines. If the main distance relays fails to
operate, then standard time inverse directional over current (DOCR) relays are set as backup protection in
coordination with main distance relays. The desired coordination time margins between main distance relays
and backup standard time inverse over current relays should be maintained at start of zone-1 and zone-2 of
distance relays. Coordination of fixed zone-2 setting of distance relays with standard time inverse relays results
in poor tripping time of backup DOCR.

In this research article, zone -2 setting of distance relays are made adaptive, so that minimum coordination
time margin is maintained for complete reach of distance relays. User defined time inverse over current relays
are proposed in conjugation with flexible feature of zone-2 setting of distance for improving the operating time
of backup DOCRs. The performance of the proposed algorithm is validated in real time simulation with hardware
in loop testing of numerical distance and user defined DOCR. From hardware in loop simulation results, it is
observed that the performance of the proposed combined distance & DOCR coordination algorithm is in close
concurrence with simulated results. The sensitivity of proposed algorithm is checked for different phase as well
as ground faults with different fault resistance and it is also observed that the proposed algorithm is highly
robust for different fault conditions.

1. Introduction

Transmission/sub-transmission lines are backbone of power net-
works and fast clearance of faults is a prime requirement for design of
their protection schemes. The sluggish operating time of directional
over current relays (DOCR), make them unpopular for their application
in main protection schemes for transmission lines. On the other hand,
fast operating time of distance relays makes them suitable for their
application in main protection schemes for transmission/sub trans-
mission power lines [1]. However, DOCR are still used as backup pro-
tection to main distance relaying based protection in transmission
system.

For a proper coordination between distance and DOCR in trans-
mission line protection schemes, the main distance relay are set in co-
ordination with backup DOCR. This is achieved by proper selection of
zone-2 settings of distance relays and time dial setting (TDS) as well as
plug setting (PS) of the backup DOCR for complete reach of the

protected transmission line [2]. Therefore it is essential to find the fault
locations along the length of the protected line, where discrimination
time margin between backup and main relays are at minimum. These
location are termed as critical fault location in this article. Proper se-
lections of critical fault locations, ensures the coordinated operation of
distance and over current relays for complete reach of distance relays
installed on the protected line.

In the available literature, distance & overcurrent relay coordination
problem has been solved by using different approaches. These ap-
proaches are broadly classified based on the time inverse characteristics
of DOCR, zone-2 operating time of distance relays, no. of critical fault
locations and objective function problem formulation techniques.

In [3], conventional (fixed) zone settings distance relays are co-
ordinated with definite time backup DOCR using linear programming
technique for formulating objective function for only two critical fault
locations. In this technique, the influence of zone-2 setting and breaker
failure are also considered for determination of time dial setting of
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DOCR. In [4], four critical fault locations are considered for main-
taining the discrimination time margin between primary and backup
DOCR and primary distance to backup DOCR along the length of the
protected line. In [5], an intelligent time inverse characteristics of
DOCR are utilised for improvement of coordination between distance
relays and over current relays by considering five critical fault loca-
tions. In this technique, international electro-technical commission
(IEC) standard inverse characteristics based DOCR are used for for-
mulating combine distance to DOCR relay coordination problem. This
results in drastic reduction in optimal values of objective function. In
[6], multiple embedded cross over particle swam optimization
(MEPSO) algorithm is applied for solving the combined distance and
DOCR coordination problem. This results in decreasing the operating
time of the backup relays and zone-2 settings of distance relays are
maintained between 0.2 and 0.9 s. In [7], zone-2 setting of distance are
coordinated with very inverse DOCR for different network topologies
caused by planned and unplanned power systems events. In [8], dis-
tance and DOCR coordination problem is solved for different network
topologies with high penetration of wind power by optimizing the zone-
2 settings of distance relays with IEC standard time inverse DOCR
characteristics. This published work considers five critical fault loca-
tions for distance to overcurrent coordination and these critical fault
location are near end of the line (F1), far end of the line (F2), 10% of the
line (F3), start of zone-2 (F4) and end of zone-2 (F5).

Damchi et al. [9] presented the staggered tripping characteristic of
the distance relays are coordinated with standard time inverse DOCR
for reducing the overall operating time of the relays. Zone-2 operating
time of main relays is reduced to an average of 33.45% of the non
-staggered tripping characteristic of the distance. However filed im-
plementation of staggered distance relays zones has implementation
constraints. Coordination of distance relays and DOCR for a series
compensated lines is also discussed in [10]. In [10], four critical fault
locations are utilised for different zone-2 setting (0.2–0.6 s, 0.2–0.9 s) of
distance and plug setting of standard inverse DOCR for compensated
and uncompensated case studies. The filed implantation/demonstration
of combined distance and DOCR for series compensated lines is not
discussed in this presented work.

In literature [4,5,8,11], DOCR & distance relay coordination pro-
blems are solved by optimizing the plug setting multiplier and time dial
setting of IEC standard inverse overcurrent relays and zone-2 of dis-
tance relays. Few researchers had considered split zone-2 and standards
time inverse for DOCR for formulating the distance and DOCR relay
coordination problem [9]. In [12,13], fixed zone-2 of distance relays
and different standard time inverse DOCR tripping characterises are
also discussed. In most of the above techniques discussed the objective
function is formulated to avoid the negative discrimination margins
between primary distance and backup DOCR with reduction in oper-
ating time of relays. However, in [5], the objective function is for-
mulated as summation of TDS of DOCR and coordination constraint of

distance to backup DOCR.
From above referred articles [2,3,8], it is observed that operating

time of backup relays is mostly on large and this results in delayed
operation of backup DOCR. In addition to this, the performance of the
combined distance & DOCRS is also not addressed for complete reach of
distance relays for different types of faults & fault impedances. In ad-
dition to these observations, it is also observed that no researcher(s)
have tried the hardware in loop testing/ validation of the distance and
DOCR coordination algorithm. Hardware in loop testing of the relays is
the best practice to assess the real time performance of a protection
coordination scheme [14].

It this article, zone-2 of distance relays is optimized with user de-
fined inverse characteristics of DOCR. Availability of microprocessor
based numerical relays have provided a flexibility to the relay designer
to modify the relay parameters like α &β as per IEC time invers time
operating equation of DOCRS. In recently an articles [15,16] has been
published where the application of user defined inverse characteristics
is reported for solving overcurrent to overcurrent relay coordination
issues for distribution system. In this article, these user defined char-
acteristics are applied for coordination of DOCR relays with adaptive
zone-2 settings of distance relays. Therefore the specific feature of this
work is making zone-2 of distance relays adaptive in nature and its
coordination with user defined time inverse DOCR. This results in re-
duction in operating time of relays and improvement of distance to
overcurrent coordination. The mho characteristics of distance relays
and directional element (67 ID) of over current relays is considered in
the proposed work. The directional feature avoids the nuisance/mal-
operation of relays in the reverse fault current direction. The perfor-
mance of the proposed algorithm is validated in real time hardware in
loop testing against the different phase/ground simulated faults having
different fault resistances. The hardware in loop testing is done by in-
terfacing a real relay with 8 bus test transmission network simulated in
real time digital simulation facility in Central Power Research Institute
Bangalore. It is observed that real time results are in close compliance
with the offline simulation results and proposed algorithm is immune
for different practical fault conditions.

This article is composed in four main sections, comprising of in-
troduction, problem formulation, simulation and hardware in- loop
testing validation.

2. Problem formulation

On a protected transmission line, the numerical relays are installed
at near and far end. These numerical relays are equipped with distance
and DOCR functionalities. Faults are sensed by both the primary and
backup numerical relays with distance and DOCR features. Distance
relays are the main protective elements for transmission line protection
and overcurrent relays are act as backup relays to the distance relays.
To avoid the nuisance tripping of relays, backup DOCR are set in such a
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Fig. 1. Main distance/DOCR and backup DOCRs co-
ordination.
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